Abstract A theoretical nonlinear aeroelastic response analysis for a flexible high-aspect ratio wing excited by harmonic gust load is presented along with a companion wind tunnel test. A multidisciplinary coupled numerical calculation is developed to simulate the flexible model wing undergoing gust load in the time domain via discrete nonlinear finite element structural dynamic analysis and nonplanar unsteady vortex lattice aerodynamic computation. A dynamic perturbation analysis about a nonlinear static equilibrium is also used to determine the small perturbation flutter boundary. A novel noncontact 3-D camera measurement analysis system is firstly used in the wind tunnel test to obtain the spatial large deformation and responses. The responses of the flexible wing under different static equilibrium states and frequency gust loads are discussed. The fair to good quantitative agreements between the theoretical and experimental results demonstrate that the presented analysis method is an acceptable way to predict the geometrically nonlinear gust response for flexible wings.
Introduction
High-altitude long-endurance unmanned aerial vehicles (HALE UAVs) are always equipped with light wings of high aspect ratio. These long and slender wings, by their inherent nature, can maximize lift-to-drag ratio and endurance. On the other hand, they may undergo large deformations during normal operating loads. Geometric nonlinearity becomes a very important factor that affects aeroelastic stability and response. Thus, linear theories are not relevant for their analysis, 1, 2 and nonlinear features must be consistently considered in both the structural and aerodynamic models of the numerical analysis. This leads to the conclusion that the coupled effects between these large deflection and vehicle flexibility and flight dynamics as well as other aeroelastic effects (e.g., gust response, flutter instability) must be properly accounted for in a nonlinear aeroelastic framework. 3 Gust response analysis is a serious problem for aircraft especially for very flexible aircraft whose large deformation may significantly change structural dynamic characteristics and aerodynamic features. Many researchers have addressed particular issues on gust response analysis. Su and Cesnik studied the dynamic response of a highly flexible flying wing 4 under a spatially-distributed discrete gust model in the time domain by a low-order, nonlinear, strain-based finite element framework. Dong et al. 5 studied the nonlinear gust response of free flexible aircraft using a CFD/CSD method. Considering the big time consumption of the CFD/CSD method and the limitation of nonlinear beam for a simple structural model, this paper presents a theoretical analysis method for aerodynamic and gust response estimation of flexible high-aspect ratio wings, which may help to illustrate the geometrically nonlinear gust response phenomena and characteristics of large-aspect ratio wings. Structural dynamic computation based on a nonlinear finite element method is combined with nonplanar unsteady vortex lattice aerodynamic computation marched in the time domain to describe the real physical response to a flexible wing under gust load. This fully nonlinear method can be applied to structure/aerodynamic coupling problems beyond the limitation of structural model complexity, so it is convenient to be applied in engineering analysis.
Although the theoretical analysis has discovered some nonlinear features of very flexible wings, it is still necessary to conduct a series of experiments to observe and understand the nonlinear phenomena and physical mechanics more intuitively and to validate the theoretical results for large-aspect ratio wings. Geometric nonlinearity makes distinguished difference for very flexible wings compared with traditional aeroelastic experiments. The test model, suspension system, measuring equipment, and techniques all should concern about the object's nonlinear features and by all means present them as original and measurable. Because of the complex technical and operating obstacles, gust wind tunnel tests seldom appear, especially for flexible structures, which reveals its increasing importance. This paper introduces a recently conducted wind tunnel test of nonlinear flutter and gust response for a large deformed wing (requiring at least 25% deflection compared with the span length) to validate theoretical analysis. Nonplanar unsteady aerodynamic combined with nonlinear structural dynamic analysis in the time domain, which is strongly recommended after Helios mishap, 6 is used for flexible structural responses problems. Some novel experimental techniques for very flexible wing tests are also introduced briefly.
Theory

Structure geometric nonlinearity
Geometric nonlinearities are based on the kinematic description of the body and the strain on the wing should be defined in terms of local displacement of the wing for dynamic motions. 7 These result in the nonlinear geometric equations including the quadric term of the displacement differential, and the nonlinear force equilibrium equation established on the deformed state of the structure. Geometric nonlinear effects are prominent in two different aspects: (A) geometric stiffening due to initial displacements and stresses, and (B) follower forces due to a change in loads as a function of displacements. 8 Both of these two factors are considered in this paper and solved with the nonlinear incremental finite element method, 9 which has been maturely developed, and two formulas called total Lagrange formulation (TLF) and updated Lagrange formulation (ULF) 10 are well known. The ULF is used in the current work and the main equations are presented below.
The relationship between the nonlinear Lagrange/Green strain and the displacement is
where t u i;j means the partial derivative of displacement component u i to the coordinate x j at time t.
Despite the large elastic deformation, the material is thought to be within the elastic limitation for the little strain. The conjugate Kirchhoff stress tensor S ji at time t satisfies where D ijkl is the elastic tensor, which has a different form for an isotropic or anisotropic material.
By using the finite element method (FEM) to discrete the structure, the element equation for static problems is given as
where tþDt Q is the incremental outer force including the aerodynamic force, engine thrust, and gravity at the new time step. t F A is the equivalent inner force of the structure. The stiffness matrix in Eq. (4) could be decomposed into a linear part t K L and a nonlinear part t K NL . The linear part is only related to the structure itself while the nonlinear part is related to the deflected configuration, load condition, and strain quality, which should be updated in each computation step.
Considering the structural damping effect, the equation of the dynamic problem can be expressed as
where M tþDt is the instant system mass matrix at time t þ Dt, B is the structural damping matrix, t K is the structural stiffness matrix including the linear part and nonlinear part, uðtÞ is the structural displacement vector pðtÞ is the instant outer force in transient analysis.
In a direct transient response, a structural response is computed by solving a set of coupled equations using direct numerical integration. The fundamental structural response (displacement) is solved at discrete times, typically with a fixed integration time step Dt. By using a central finite difference representation for the velocity f _ uðtÞg and the acceleration f€ uðtÞg at a discrete time,
and averaging the applied force over three adjacent time points, the equation of motion can be rewritten as:
Collecting terms, the equation of motion can be rewritten as:
where
The detailed arithmetic and implement can be found in Ref. 12 For aeroelastic stability problems such as flutter, an assumption of small-amplitude vibration around the nonlinear static equilibrium state is suitable for many dynamic problems, including dynamic stability. Ignore the structural damping effects, that is,
where u is the large static deflect equilibrium deformation from Eq. (4) and x is a small vibration deformation. According to Eq. (5)and the static equilibrium condition, the vibration equation of the system under steady forces reduces to
where M T is the inertial matrix of the structure at the static equilibrium configuration and K T is the corresponding stiffness matrix. Both of them are the nonlinear functions of u and vary under different equilibrium states, which is the key feature of geometric nonlinear structures. From Eq. (10), the structural mode shapes and frequencies are deduced. Combined with nonlinear aerodynamic computation, the flutter boundary can be obtained by p-k or other classic methods. The flutter boundary is only a predicted one under a certain state. Different equilibrium states have different predicted flutter boundaries and the exact flutter boundary should be searched iteratively to make the flutter speed consistent with the static equilibrium flight speed.
Unsteady vortex lattice method
The unsteady vortex lattice method (UVLM), as a timedomain aerodynamic computation, is now widely used in unsteady aerodynamic calculation for micro air vehicles (MAVs), flapping wings, and many other aspects. Because of the simple programming effort it requires, the UVLM can be easily combined with structural dynamic computation to get response results for aeroelastic structures. Additionally, the exact boundary condition is satisfied on the actual wing surface, which can have camber and various platform shapes. Thus, it can be conveniently used for very flexible wings whose aerodynamic surfaces are subjected to large spatial deformations 13 . The UVLM is based on full potential equations without any linearization and can well reflect the unsteadiness effects of the 3-D low-speed flow around a flexible lifting surface.
Vortex ring elements are used to discrete the boundaries of the aerodynamic domain in the UVLM, for both the wing and the wake as in Fig. 1 . UðtÞ; VðtÞ; WðtÞ are the three components velocity of coming flow, Db ij ; Dc ij ; n ij ; C ij represent the span length, chord length, normal vector and vortex strength of ijth lattice. Note that the leading segment of the vortex ring is placed on the panel's quarter-chord line so that the collocation point is located at the center of the three-quarter chord line. The whole flow domain is represented by vortex rings and the aerodynamic influence coefficient can be obtained via Biot-Savart law, for which a vortex ring is modeled by four straight vortex lines. Therefore, the integration along the ring can be rewritten in a summation way as in Eq. (12) .
where w ij is the dimensionless induced velocity by C j at a given control point placed at an element i, in which p = 2,3,4,1 and q = 1,2,3,4 in this order, representing the order of the vortex ring nodes. The detailed description of the formulae can be found in Ref.
14 . In each discrete time step computation, the wing is moved along its flight path and each trailing edge vortex panel sheds a wake panel with the vortex strength equal to its circulation in the previous time step; 15 thus the wake panels are formed. Since the vortex wake is force-free, each vortex must move with the local stream velocity. If the velocity induced by the bound vortex and the wake vortex is considered in the local stream velocity for the wake vortex, a free wake model is established and it can reflect the wake rollup effect as shown in Fig. 2 . This is significant for flapping wings or multi-lifting surfaces, whose aerodynamic interferences play an important role in aerodynamic computation. For a single flexible wing considered in this paper, a fixed wake model is used (shown in Fig. 3) , in which the wake panels follow the motion of the trailing edge and move with the local flow velocity ignoring the influence of induced velocities on the wake by the bound vortex and the wake vortex. According to the comparison of these two models, the aerodynamic loads are well consistent with each other. For a gust response problem, gust load is the main factor that matters for structural response in an aerodynamic way, so the fixed model is good enough for the single flexible wing response problem and it brings tremendous computation efficiency compared with the free wake model. Specific vortex distribution on the wing is determined by the geometric exact boundary condition, i.e.,
where U is the full potential function including the bound vortex and the wake vortex and v is the velocity of the local boundary movement. A detailed expression of the formula above can be written as
where A is the normal aerodynamic influence coefficient of the bound vortex, C is a vector consisting of the panel vortex circulation on the wing, VðtÞ ¼ ½UðtÞ; VðtÞ; WðtÞ are the timedependent kinematic velocity components due to the motion of the wing or different kinds of unsteady coming flow including the gust excitation discussed in this paper, V w ¼ ½u w ; v w ; w w are the velocity components induced by the wake vortices, and n is the local normal vector of the bound vortex. Since the locations of all vortex points are known, these terms are known at each time step and can be transferred to the right-hand side of the equation. Consequently, the right-hand side (RHS) is defined as
Once the computations of the influence coefficients and the right-hand side vector are completed, the zero normal boundary condition at all the wing's collocation points will result in a set of algebraic equations for each collocation point K as 
Solving the equations above, the circulation of the bound vortex can be obtained. For the pressure distribution calculations, the local circulation is needed, which is equal to C ij for the leading edge panel but the difference C ij À C iÀ1;j for all the elements behind it. The fluid dynamic loads can be computed by using the Bernoulli equation and the pressure difference is given as 15 Dp
where p l and p u are the pressure of the low and up aerosurface, Q 2 t is the corresponding tangential velocity of coming flow.
The resultant pressure difference expressed by the bound vortex is 15 Dp
where Dc ij and Db ij are the panel lengths in the ith and jth directions, respectively. Similarly, s i and s j are the panel tangential vectors in the ith and jth directions, respectively. The contribution of this panel to the loads is then
where Ds is the area of lattice. Although the UVLM is deduced under unsteady cases, it can also be implemented in steady cases if only setting the coming flow to be steady and keeping the wing stable.
Stability and gust response analysis
Before the gust response analysis, it is necessary to investigate the static aeroelastic and dynamic stability characteristics.
Since real aircraft and the tested wing in this paper are under steady aerodynamics before the gust encounters, for a very flexible wing, it may cause large static structural deformation and change aerodynamic loads and structural dynamic features. All these may have big influences on gust response results. In this paper, iterative computation is used to solve the static aeroelastic problem via a nonplanar vortex lattice method under steady cases coupled with nonlinear static structural analysis. The surface spline is responsible for the information exchanges between the structure and aerodynamics, and thus the lifting surface can be updated according to real structural deformations automatically in each computation. Iterative process and nonplanar aerodynamic computation together could well predict the nonlinear static deformation and aerodynamic load distribution. Upon the nonlinear static equilibrium state, quasi-mode analysis is conducted which can consider the nonlinear stiffness and stress effects caused by structural geometric nonlinearity. Combined with the nonplanar doublet-lattice method, it can give out a predicted flutter boundary under a certain nonlinear equilibrium state. That may not be the exact flutter speed but can reflect some dynamic aeroelastic characteristic, which is a valuable reference for gust response analysis and test. The analysis flow chart is expressed in Fig. 4 .
Gust response analysis is implemented in the discrete time domain. At the beginning of each time step computation, the unsteady aerodynamic load is computed, which, along with other loads such as gravity, acts as an outer force in nonlinear structural dynamic analysis. The structural displacement and velocity at the end of last computation step will be treated as the initial condition in the next structural transient dynamic analysis, which can guarantee the continuity of structural response analysis. Each structural transient dynamic analysis is carried forward for a time step, during which the unsteady load is kept unchanged. This will make sense if the time step is small and the load treated constant is reasonable. The resultant structural displacement and velocity are used to update the aerodynamic surfaces and exact geometric boundary conditions for next step unsteady aerodynamic computation. Although the computation is implemented in the discrete time domain, the structural displacement and velocity are continuous and the updated aerodynamic computation helps the unsteady aerodynamic computation accurate and practical. The legible analysis procedure is shown in Fig. 5 .
Experimental wing model and root suspension system
Model description
A series of careful analysis computations has been performed to design a reasonable model, which might induce large deformation and notable geometrically nonlinear characteristics within the wind tunnel working range. Because of the request of consistency with the prototype wing that was originally designed in a traditional linear way, the tested wing may not be a typical very flexible wing, but the large aspect ratio and large deformation were guaranteed, and the experimental techniques and the analysis methods discussed in this paper can still be universally used for other very flexible wings. A cross-section single aluminous beam was selected to provide the main bend and twist stiffness. A wood rib shaped as the designed airfoil and plastic heat shrinkage film were used to maintain the wing shape. The wing surface was cut into sections and each section was attached to the beam at a single point. 1 mm space between adjacent sections was for eliminating the additional stiffness effect since the theoretical structural dynamic analysis only concerned about the beam effect. Detailed information about the wing is shown in Table 1 . 
Suspension system
A suspension system for the wind tunnel test is shown in Fig. 7 . This suspension system was fixed on both the floor and ceiling of the wind tunnel, and a lot of batter braces and a steel tension rope as well as a roof bar staying on the side wall were used to guarantee the suspension stiffness since a geometrically nonlinear aeroelastic response was sensitive to structural dynamic changes and a potentially weak suspension may cause significant problems to make test results inconsistent with analysis results.
Measuring techniques
For the very flexible wing, the spatially distributed large deformation is difficult to measure since the traditional means are only suitable for 2-D deflection cases. In the wind tunnel test, the measuring equipment cannot touch the objects and even cannot be placed in the tunnel. A 3-D camera measurement analysis system (in Fig. 8) , one of the non-contact measurement techniques, is novelly adopted to overcome this problem. The system consists of three parts: an object to be tested; an analysis computer; a camera with two lenses that imitate human's eyes to grasp 3-D displacements and can eliminate vibration disturbance of the environment. Before measuring, the interested area should be marked with random spots, which are used to adjust the camera and the computer. During measuring, the camera captures the deflections and velocities of the marked spots and saves the current image as pictures at every appointed interval. Then the computer can use these pictures to recover the time-dependent structural deformation and velocity. This deformation measurement is meaningful for the very flexible wing experiment. Pictures in Fig. 8 show the 3-D camera measurement analysis system and the tested wing in the tunnel. Due to strong aeroelastic coupling, the very flexible wing's large deformation may significantly change the aerodynamic loads, which are quite different from linear computation, 16 so the load measurement is also very important. In this experiment, a 6-component aerodynamic balance was set at the wing root and strain gages were also used to surveil the root load. Two accelerometers were set at the 2/3 span locations horizontally and vertically to get the structural response since previous research 17 has shown that the horizontal mode has notable influence on nonlinear flutter for very flexible wings.
Gust generator
In this experiment, a gust generator was installed upstream in the tunnel as shown in Fig. 9 . It consists of two symmetric oscillating wings driven by a linear motor to generate alterable amplitude and frequency continuous sin gust. More detailed design method and working principle are in Refs. 18, 19 .
Theoretical and experimental results
Flutter theoretical analysis results
Before the experiment, linear and geometrically nonlinear aeroelastic stability analyses were implemented. The linear analysis used the planar vortex lattice method (VLM) and the planar double-lattice method (ULM) that could be easily solved in MSC. NASTRAN. The nonlinear analysis used self-programmed nonplanar VLM 20 and nonplanar DLM that could accomplish the spatial curved lifting surface's aerodynamic computation and structural geometric nonlinearity.
The linear flutter speed is irrespective with load and structural deformation. The V-g and V-F curves in Fig. 10 indicate that it is a typical bend/twist coupling flutter and the critical Gust response analysis and wind tunnel test for a high-aspect ratio wingflutter speed is 50.2 m/s. In geometrically nonlinear analysis, structural dynamics characteristics vary with different loads and deflections. The nonlinear flutter curves in Fig. 11 demonstrate that the coupling mode changed to vertical bend vs horizontal bend and the critical nonlinear flutter speed V F decreased to 47.5 m/s. The comparison between the two theoretical analyses illustrates that the geometric nonlinearity of an aeroelastic system narrows an aircraft's flight envelope and the horizontal bending mode may become significant in nonlinear flutter.
Experimental flutter and analysis results
The large spatially distributed deformation of the very flexible wing was tested in the wind tunnel. The wing was suspended vertically under a 5°angle of attack. Wing tip deflections under different wind speed cases obtained from 3-D camera measurement are shown in Fig. 12 . The vertical deflections tended to converge when the speed was high. Note that the spanwise deflections are comparable with the vertical deflations, which cannot be reflected in the linear analysis let alone the chordwise deflections since the lifting surface is imbedded in a 2-D plane and the aerodynamic force only acts in the vertical direction under linear cases. The wing tip deflections comparison between the test and analysis results is also presented in Fig. 12 . Both of these two results can demonstrate the large deformations of the flexible wing and are very consistent except for the spanwise deflections when the speed is high. This may be caused by the error of the 3-D camera in the spanwise direction since it is sensitive in the vertical deflections and the spanwise deflections are a little away from its marked range. The deformation of the wing along the span in a certain state (48 m/s, 5°a ngle of attack) recovered by the non-contact camera measurement is presented in Fig. 13 and some actual deformed structural photos under different coming flow velocity V are shown in Fig. 14. Both the tested data and actual photos present the large deflection of the wing tip (almost 50% deformation in the vertical direction), especially the large spanwise deformation, which is usually ignored in linear analysis. Table 2 shows the original mode frequency obtained by a ground vibration test. In order to get structural dynamic response information, the time-domain accelerometers response signals are transformed into the frequency domain, as shown in Fig. 15 . The theoretical nonlinear analysis has revealed that as speed increasing, horizontal modes become unstable and participate in nonlinear flutter. This conclusion can be validated from Fig. 15 in some aspects. When the speed is 20 m/s, the structural deformation is small and the frequency distribution, shown in Fig. 15(a) , is similar to the original value in Table 2 . As the speed increases to 40 m/s as shown in Fig. 15  (b) , the 2nd horizontal bending mode comes forth on the curve, and simultaneously three modes peaks between 25-35 Hz tend to be blurry. When the speed turns to 45 m/s in Fig. 15(c) , the Fig. 15(d) , almost only the 2nd horizontal bending mode is effective and becomes unstable, which is consistent with the theoretical analysis. All the experimental phenomena and tested data indicate that a very flexible wing may induce large elastic deflection under aerodynamic loads, and thus the structural dynamic characteristics may be affected and reflected in the horizontal modal frequency decline and the resulting decline of the critical flutter speed. For very flexible wings, geometrically nonlinear aeroelastic analysis is inevitable.
Experimental and gust response analysis results
In this section, both the nonlinear gust response analysis simulation results and the wind tunnel test results are presented and compared to illustrate the consistency. In these gust response experiments (the wing was fixed vertically under a 2°angle of attack and the gust generator oscillated with an amplitude of 3°producing continuous sin gust), the effect of geometric nonlinearity is still quite obvious. The horizontal modal frequencies processed from the accelerometers under different wind speeds are shown in Fig. 16 . Because of the increased aerodynamic loads and structural geometric nonlinearity, the horizontal mode frequency declined and the gust frequency that caused the most obvious horizontal oscillation varied under different wind speeds. Wing structural displacement responses in the test were obtained from the 3-D camera measurement. The camera assumed the first photo it took as the benchmark (deflections were zero) and other structural deflections were compared with it, so the deflections in test results have uncertain signs and only the relative deflections are meaningful. The three directional deflections of the wing tip obtained from the camera under a certain gust frequency but at various wind speeds are presented in Fig. 17 . Although the modal frequency changed under different wind speed cases, the increased wind speed and the resulting increased aerodynamic load became the main reasons that made the wing tip deflection increased along with the wind speed. The flow and the wing in the theoretical nonlinear gust response analysis simulation are presented in Fig. 18 . The red frame zone represents the wing and the black Fig. 19 . Despite of the phase difference, the stable response amplitude A is quite close between the test result and the theoretical analysis result. Once the wind speed is fixed, the gust frequency's diversification effect on the wing tip deflection is obvious in Fig. 20 . When the gust frequency is 5.5 Hz, which is close to the structural 1st horizontal bend frequency, the wing tip deflection is larger than those at the other two frequencies especially in the chordwise direction. This can be validated in the nonlinear response analysis shown in The oscillating amplitudes of the wing tip under different gust frequencies are quite different. When the gust frequency is near the vertical mode frequency, the vertical deformation increases fast and reaches to an extremum. The chordwise deflection reaches the extremum when the gust frequency is about 5 Hz, which is quite near the structural horizontal mode frequency. Fig. 22 shows the nonlinear analysis results marched in the time domain. The curve's initial value presents the nonlinear static deflections under a 20 m/s steady flow. When the 5.5 Hz continuous gust encounters, the structure has a few periodic transient responses, during which the oscillating amplitude changes obviously. After that, the structural response tends to be steady and its oscillating amplitude is consistent with the test results in Fig. 20 . These fair to good quantitative agreements between theoretical and experimental results demonstrate that the presented analysis method is an acceptable way to predict the geometrically nonlinear gust response for flexible wings.
Conclusions
A theoretical geometrically nonlinear aeroelastic analysis framework is established and the correlative wind tunnel validating test is introduced in this paper. The analysis framework can deal with the stability aeroelastic problem and gives notable large structural deformations that are consistent with the wind test results. The most important is that a time-domain aeroelastic gust response analysis is implemented by the UVLM coupled with nonlinear structural dynamics. These two methods are marched in the time domain and in each transient dynamic computation time step, and the aerodynamic surface and geometric exact boundary condition are updated automatically to make the analysis continuous and corresponding with the actual physical scene. A wind tunnel test for a single flexible wing with novel experiment techniques and measurements were conducted to present the special geometrically nonlinear phenomena and validate theoretical analysis results. In this wind tunnel experiment, nonlinear flutter and gust response tests were conducted on the largely deformed wing structure. Both the theoretical and experimental results indicated that large structural deformations and aerodynamic loads may alter the structural characteristics, making the horizontal mode stiffness decline. Thus the horizontal mode may significantly change the flutter coupling form and cause the critical flutter speed decline. The very flexible wing has different gust response characteristics under different deformations and load conditions, which linear analysis is hard to demonstrate. Although the tested model may not possess and present all the typical geometrically nonlinear characteristics that were desired, the experimental techniques, measurements, and theoretical analysis methods can be treated as useful references for other very flexible wing experiments. Compared with test results, the time-domain aeroelastic response analysis is reliable, and the easy programing and the adaptability to complex structure models make the theoretical analysis framework to be easily used in engineering analysis. Future work may focus on typical very flexible aircraft' geometrically nonlinear aeroelasticity using time-domain analysis methods to illustrate special problems such as dynamics response and limit cycle oscillation (LCO).
